Sports

Sailors' 1st weekend: one victory, 2 close

By Dan Gant

In his first appearance in a varsity baseball game, freshman Dan Sunberg earned a permanent spot in the MIT record books last Monday as the first designated hitter ever to wear the Engineers' uniform. Sunberg was not the only new wrinkle in the MIT offense, however, as the Engineers also used their first metal baseball bat to help defeat Graham Jr., College 5-1 in the opening game of the fall season.

Both of these innovations came about due to recent NCAA rules in an admirable effort to update the staid game of baseball at the college level. For those familiar with the American League's designated hitter rule, that instituted by the NCAA is noticeably different. The college coach is not held to using his DH for his pitcher and can, therefore, exercise somewhat more latitude in his batting order.

Coach O'Brien chose to bat Sunberg in the number six slot to hit for the shortstop and was rewarded for his choice as Sunberg was hit with a pitch in his first trip to the plate. His other two at bats, Sunberg walked and he was hit by a designated hitter.

The squad looked amazingly good against Graham for a game so early in the season. Good pitching, clutch hitting, and alert baserunning all contributed to the win.

MIT plated all of its tally in the first four innings: one in the first on a Steve Reber '74 RBI single, one in the third on a double steal beautifully executed by Reber and Dave Ritter '74, and three in the fourth on two walks and singles by Bill Syers '74, Terrell, and Herb Kooner '75.

Pitches Dave Yauch '75, Don Proper '75, and Mike Royal '76 combined to yield but a single hit-norning run and should form the nucleus of a promising staff.

O'Brien began to substitute freely in the middle innings, getting a good look at some of his younger players. This is a primary purpose of the fall schedule which continues this afternoon at 4:30 with a contest against Maryland Community College on Briggs Field.

Soccer Coach wanted once a week for an after-school class of young boys in Washington. 10 sessions (person will be paid per session), 646-3414.
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